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 THE JO URNAL OF PHI LO SO PHY

 VOLUME XCIV, NO. 5, MAY 1997

 I + * e

 PROBABILITY AS A GUIDE TO LIFEg

 T et us assume that people's degrees of belief conform to the

 | probability calculus. This is an idealization, but it will not

 matter for our purposes here. In line with normal usage,

 we shall refer to these degrees of belief as subjective probabilities.

 Then we can say that agents are subjectively rational if they choose

 those actions which their subjective probabilities imply are most

 likely to achieve what they want. More precisely, given that

 agents normally attach different utilities to a number of different

 ends (another useful idealization), subjectively rational agents

 will choose those actions which will maximize their subjective ex-

 pected utility.

 An example will be useful for what follows. Suppose Alma offers

 you her £2 to your £1, with you to win all the money if a coin lands

 heads. Should you accept or decline the bet? If you have no aversion

 to betting, and your utility function varies linearly with money for

 these small amounts, then subjective rationality dictates that you

 should accept her bet if your subjective probability for heads is

 greater than 1/3 (for example, if you think the coin fair), and you

 should decline if it is less than 1/3.

 Note that in this example the possible outcomes (heads/tails) are

 causally and probabilistically independent of the choice of actions

 (accept/decline). We shall concentrate on examples like this

 throughout, in order to bypass the debate between causal and evi-

 dential decision theory. A fully general account of subjective ration-

 ality needs to specify whether decisions should depend on the

 degrees to which an agent believes that certain actions will cause cer-

 * We would like to thank Dorothy Edgington, Peter Milne, and especially Scott

 Sturgeon for comments on earlier versions of this paper.

 0022-362X/97/9405/217-43 tU) 1997 The Journal of Philosophy, Inc.
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 THEJOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY

 tain outcomes, rather than on the agent's conditional degrees of be-
 lief in those outcomes given those actions. This is an important issue,
 but it cuts across our present concerns: the points we make will apply
 equally to the degrees of belief invoked by causal and by evidential
 decision theories. (In the examples on which we shall focus, where
 outcomes are independent of actions, both theories agree that
 choices should depend on agents' simple degrees of belief in out-
 comes. )

 1. OBJE(vT (vORRE(,TNESS IN DEGEES OF BELIEF

 Whatever view is taken on the causal-evidential issue, there is clearly
 little point in being subjectively rational if your degrees of belief are
 objectively inaccurate.l Consider Betty, who has normal nonproba-
 bilistic beliefs about standard coins, yet believes to degree 0.9 that
 such coins will land heads when tossed. Betty will put up large sums
 of money against small ones on any ordinary coin's coming down
 heads. We take it that this is a bad thing for Betty to do. Yet Betty is
 still subjectively rational, since she chooses those actions which maxi-
 mize her subjective expected utility.
 Betty is subjectively rational. Moreover, she need not have any
 false beliefs, since believing to degree 0.9 that the coin will land
 heads is not the same as (fully) believing that in some objective sense
 its probability of heads is 0.9, and we can suppose Betty does not be-
 lieve this. Nevertheless, there is something objectively unsatisfactory
 about Betty's degrees of belief. They will lead her to act in a way that
 is subjectively rational yet objectively inadvisable. We shall investigate
 objective desiderata on subjective probabilities, and consider what
 can be said about which degrees of belief are objectively correct as a
 basis for decision. After exploring various possible principles govern-
 ing objective desiderata on degrees of belief, we shall eventually con-
 clude that the correct degree of belief in an outcome is not
 rlecessarily equal to its single-case probability, but rather to its relative
 probability, by which we mean the objective probability of that outcome
 relative to the features of the situation which the agent knows about.

 Let us stress immediately that we are concerned here with the cor-
 rectness of degrees of belief from a prudential point of view. Our
 question is: Which are the right degrees of belief to act on, given
 that you want such-and-such results? Other philosophers start with a
 more epistemological question: Which degrees of belief ought you

 ' Cf. D.H. Mellor, "Chance and Degrees of Belief," in R. McLaughlin, ed., W7lat?
 W7lere? W7len? IWly? (DordI-echt: Reidel, 19S2), pp. 49-6S.
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 to adopt, given that you have such-and-such information that bears

 on the occurrence of the outcome?2 We are interested here in the

 f1rst, prudential question. Moreover, we take this question to be dif-

 ferent from the evidential question. Degrees of belief are made pru-

 dentially correct by objective features of the world, and are correct

 in this sense even for agents who are in no epistemological position

 to adopt those degrees of belief. Of course, only those agents who

 are fully informed about the relevant objective features of the world

 can ensure they have the correct degrees of belief. But, even so, you

 do not need to have such knowledge in order for the relevant notion

 of correctness to apply to you. It would be correct, in our sense, for

 you to give up smoking, if you want to avoid cancer, even if you have

 never heard about the smoking-cancer link.

 This last point marks an important difference between our az

 proach and that of the tradition of writers on "direct inference,"

 such as Hans Reichenbach, H. E. Kyburg, Isaac Levi,3 andJ. L. Pol-

 lock (op. czt.). These writers, like us, address the question of which

 degrees of belief agents ought to adopt toward outcomes. They are

 in agreement with our eventual conclusion, at least to the extent that

 they hold that agents ought to set their degrees of belief equal to the

 relevant relative probabilities when they are in an epistemological

 position to do so. It is not clear, however, that writers in this tradi-

 tion share our central concern with prudential rationality. Writers

 on direct inference tend simply to take it for granted that you ought

 to set your degrees of belief equal to the relative probabilities if you

 can. Their real focus is rather on the evidential issues that arise when

 you cannot do this, because you do not know the requisite objective

 probabilities, but only have incomplete evidence about them. By

 contrast, according to our sense of "correctness," the degrees of be-

 lief of an agent who has no knowledge of the relevant objective proF

 abilities are still constrained by those objective probabilities, in the

 sense that the correct degrees of belief for the agent to act on are

 still those which match the objeciive probabilities. Evidential issues

 that arise for agents who lack full knowledge of the relevant objec-

 tive probabilities are important, but they lie beyond the scope of this

 paper. Our concern is to show that certain objective features of the

 2 For this distincton, cf. J.L. Pollock, lMomic Probability and the Foundations of Induc-

 tion (NewYork: Oxford, 1990), pp. 22-23.

 s See, for example, Reichenbach, The Theory of Probabzlity (Berkeley: Califor-

 nia UP, 1949); Kyburg, The LogicalFoundations of Statistical Inference (Dordrecht:

 Reidel, 1974); Levi, "Direct Inference," in thiSJoURNALx LXXIV, 1 (January 1977):

 5-29.
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 world- namely, relative probabilities make it prudentially correct
 to adopt corresponding degrees of belief. How far agents can
 achieve this, and what they should do if their lack of information
 hampers them, are further questions on which we shall comment
 . .

 On Ly ln passlng.
 II. THE PERFECT PRINCIPLE

 Our aim, then, is to specify what makes certain degrees of belief cor-
 rect from a prudential point of view. The first idea we want briefly to
 consider is the principle that the correct degrees of belief are those
 which match the truth. According to this principle, if outcome o,; is
 going to occur, then the right degree of belief in °k iS 1, and if o;; is
 not going to occur, the right degree of belief in o,eis 0. Thus, we
 would have:

 (1) The perfect principle: if the k"' of mutually exclusive outcomes {oi) is
 going to occur, then the correct subjective probability for oi is 1 for
 a=k, and O otherwise.

 We take it, however, that this is not a satisfactory account of which
 degrees of belief are objectively correct from a prudential point of
 view. If determinism is false, it is not in general fixed at the time of
 decision what the outcome will be. So even an agent who is omni-
 scient about the laws of nature and current state of the universe
 would not be able to implement the perfect principle. In many deci-
 sion situations, then, the prudentially correct degrees of belief must
 be fixed by the objective probabilities of outcomes rather than by
 what is actually going to happen.

 III. THE OBJECTIVE PRINCIPLE

 The obvlous alternative to the perfect principle is to say that the cor-
 rect degrees of belief are those which match the objective probabili-
 o

 tles:

 (2) The objective principle: the correct subjective probabilities for out-
 comes {oi) are those which match the objective probabilities of those
 outcomes.

 Note that agents who have the right degrees of belief in the sense
 of principle (2) and are also subjectively rational4 will act in such a
 way as to maximize notjust subjective expected utility, but also objec-
 tive expected utility.

 ' We shall take this qualification about subjective rationality as read henceforth.
 Note that this warrants our using phrases like 'setting your degrees of belief equal
 to such-and-such objective probabilities' interchangeably with 'acting on such-and-
 such objective probabilities.
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 The obvious question about the objective principle is how to un-
 derstand its reference to "objective probabilities." This will be our fo-
 cus here. We shall argue that the best interpretation of the objective
 principle requires us to read 'objective probability', not in the most
 obvious sense of single-case probability, but rather as probability relative
 to a descraption of the decision situation.

 IV. SINGLE-CASE PROBABILITIES

 The nature of single-case probabilities will be discussed further in
 what follows. For the moment, let us simply think of them as the
 rock-bottom metaphysical probabilitles fixed by all probabilistic laws
 and all particular facts about specific situations. Quantum events
 provide the paradigm. The 0.5 probability of a radium atom decay-
 ing by A.D. 3615 is a single-case probability, in that there are no fur-
 ther contemporary facts about the radium atom or its surroundings
 that imply that the probability of its decaying by A.D. 3615 is differ-
 ent from 0a5e

 Note that, if determinism were true, then single-case probabilities
 would never be different from 0 or 1. Nondegenerate single-case
 probabilities require outcomes whose occurrence or nonoccurrence
 is not f1xed by present circumstances and laws.
 Note also that such nondegenerate single-case probabilities

 change over time. This happens when circumstances relevant to the
 outcome, but not themselves previously determined, either occur or
 fail to occur. Thus, the single-case probability of a given radium
 atom decaying by a particular time will decrease as time passes and
 the atom does not decay, but will suddenly jump to one if the atom
 does decay. To talee a more everyday example, due to David Lewis,r
 imagine people who move through a multipath, multi-exit maze, de-
 ciding at each branch point whether to turn left or right by some
 quantum-mechanically random procedure. When they start, their
 reaching a given exit on the other slde of the maze will have a given
 single-case probability different from 0 or 1. But this single-case
 probability will increase or decrease, depending on which choices
 they actually make as they pass through the maze, until it is deter-
 mined where they will come out, by which time the single-case prob-
 ability will have become 1 or 0.

 V. THE SINGLE-CASE PRINCIPLE

 One obvious way to read 'objective probabilities' in principle (2) is
 as the single-case probabilities at the time of the agent's decision. If
 you are betting on where someone will come out of the maze, do you

 rM "A SubJectivist's Guide to Objective Chance," in R.C. Jeffrey, ed., Studies in In-
 ductave Logac and Probability, Volume 11 (Berkeley: California UP, 19S0) .
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 not ideally want to lrnow the current single-case probability of their

 emerglng from each of the various exits? This suggests the following
 . .

 prlnclp ie:

 (3) The singlFcase prznciple: the correct subjective probabilities for an

 agent to attach to outcomes {oi} are equal to the single-case lhroba-

 bilities of the {oi} at the time of the agent's decision.

 Note that thls slngle-case principle ls equivalent to the perfect

 princlple ln all those cases where there is any practical possibility of

 humans uslng the perfect prlnclple. For we can only now know

 whether some future outcome is going to occur lf that outcome is al-

 ready determlned; and in such cases, the single-case probability of

 that outcome wlll already be O or 1.

 It may seem obvious that, if there is a right and a wrong about

 which degrees of belief you ought to act on, then it must be as speci-

 fied by the single-case principle. For the only way to attach a unique

 number to the objective probability of an outcome at the time of

 some decision is to equate it with the single-case probability at that

 time. So it seems to follow that acting on the single-case probability

 is the only way to guarantee that you will always choose the action

 that will maximize your objective expected utility.'i

 Nevertheless, desplte this plausible line of reasoning, we think that

 the single-case principle is not the right way to linlr degrees of belief

 with objective probabilities. We think there are many situations

 where the objectively correct degrees of belief do not match single-

 case probabilities. We shall formulate a different principle, which we

 shall call the relative principle, which will cover these cases as well.

 This more general principle will assert that, in general, the correct

 degrees of belief do not match single-case probabilities, but rather a

 kind of probability we shall call relative probability (because it is rela-

 tive to a descrlption of the set-up facing the agent).

 The relaiion between our preferred principle, the relative princi-

 ple, and the single-case princlple is analogous to that betweerl the

 single-case principle and the perfect principle. We earlier rejected

 the perfect principle in favor of the single-case principle on the

 (i Of course, degrees of belief other than those which Inatch single-case probabili-

 ties can lead to the rigllt choice in particular decision situations. The point of the
 single-case principle is ratllez- that it ensures maximization of single-case expected

 utility in every decision situation. (Analogously, in nonprobabilistic contexts, wizile

 a choice of means recommended as effective by false beliefs will sornetirnes lead to

 desired results, those so recommended by true beliefs will akuays do so. Cf. Pap-
 ineau, Philosophical Naturalism (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1993), ch. 3. )
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 grounds that the perfect principle does not cover all cases of pru-

 dentially correct choices. We reject the single-case principle for the

 same reason. There are prudentially correct choices beyond those

 recommended by the single-case prlnclple.

 In what follows, we shall first illustrate the relative principle with

 examples and explaln how lt worlrs. We hope these examples will

 help make the relative principle plausible. But our ultimate rationale

 for favoring this principle oszer the single-case principle will be that it

 turns out to yield a simpler overall theo of prudential rationality.

 By the time we reach the end here, we shall be able to show that the

 relatlve prlnciple yields a urliform and integrated account of pruden-

 tial rationality, while the single-case principle does not.

 Although we oppose the single-case principle, we suspect that it

 captures many people's intultive understanding of prudentially coF

 rect degrees of belief. Even if this suspicion is right, however, it ls dif-

 ficult to find any straightforward expression of the single-case

 principle in the philosophical literature. Those authors who come

 closest to argulng that the rlght degrees of belief must match the sin-

 gle-case prolDabilitles do not generally adopt the simple verslon of

 the slngle-case prlnclple given alDove. Instead, they defend more

 complicated formulatlons, designed in part to block some of the dif-

 Elcultles we are about to raise. Thus, D. H. Mellor, Wesley Salmon,7

 and Lewls (op. cit.) all forge a central connection between degrees of

 bellef and single-case probabilities, but in each case via something

 more complicated than the simple slngle-case principle given above.

 We shall comment on these writers in due course. But for the mo-

 ment, we shall retain the single-case principle as our target. This is

 because our disagreement is not on matters of detail, but rather on

 the whole idea that the objectively correct degrees of belief are those

 which match the single-case probabilities. It will be easier to make

 OU14 objections clear if we start with a simple version of this idea.
 VI. RELATIVE PROBABILITIES

 It is high time we explained what we mean by the relative principle.

 (4) The relative prznciple: the correct subjective probabilities for an agent

 to attach to outcomes {oi} are the probabilities of the {oi} relative to

 the agent's knowledge of the set-up.

 To illustrate thls prlnclple, and the associated notion of relative

 probability, consider this example. Alma tosses a fair coin and places

 7 Mellol, "Chance and Deglees of Belief," and The RIatte>- of C/lrlzzce (New Yolk:

 Cambl-idge, 1971); and Salmon, "Dynamic Rationality: Plopensity, Plobability and
 Credence," inJ. Fetzer, ed., Probability and Causall:ty (Dordz-echt: Reidel, l9SS).
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 her hand over it as it lands. We shall say that the relative probability
 of finding heads when Almas hand is removed, in relation to the de-
 scrzption just ggren of this situation, is 0.5. Note that this probability of
 0.5 is not a single-case probability, since the single-case probability of
 heads is already either 0 or 1. Yet it is clearly the right probability to
 act on if you have not seen under Alma's hand, in line with the rela-
 tive principle. For example, it is the right probability for working out
 that you should accept the bet we earlier described Alma as offering,
 since this 0.5 probability implies that the bet offers an expected gain
 of 50p.

 It is not essential to the point we are making that the relevant result
 already has occurred. Supposed Alma tosses the coin and then offers
 her bet when it is in the air. Let us assumeS as seems plausible, that
 the result, though still in the future, is by now determined. So the sin-
 gle-case probability of heads is already 1 or 0. Yet the relative proba-
 bility of 0.5 is still clearly the probability on which you ought to act.
 Nor is it essential to the point that the single-case probability of

 the relevant outcome already be 1 or 0. Suppose that Alma has a ma-
 chine that makes one of two kinds of devices at random. On each
 run of the machine, a radioactive source decides with probability 0.5
 whether the machine will make device A or device B. Each device
 will then print out 'heads' or 'tails', again on a quantum-mechanical
 basis. Device A gives 'heads' a single-case probability of 0.8. Device B
 gives 'heads' a single-case probability of 0.2. You know that the de-
 vice in front of you is made by the machine, but you do not know
 whether it is an A or a B. Again, it seems obvious that you ought to
 decide whether to accept Alma's bet on the basis of the relative
 probability of 0.5 for 'heads', even though the single-case probability
 is already 0.8 or 0.2.

 VII. PROBABILISTIC LAWS

 It will be helpful to be more explicit about relative probabilities. For
 this we need the notion of a probabilistic law. We shall take the follow-
 ing as the basic form of such a law: 'The probability of an A being a
 B is ps ('The probability of a tossed coin concealed under a hand
 turning out to be heads is 0.5'). We take it that there are many objec-
 tive truths of this form. Moreover, we take it that many of these are
 known to be true, on the basis of inferences from statistical data
 about the proportions of Bs observed in classes of As.

 Given a particular situation that satisfies description D and a par-
 ticular exemplification o of type O, the probability of o relative to D is
 p if and only if there is a probabilistic law 'The probability of a D be-
 ing an O is p. Note that these relative probabilities are like single-
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 case probabilities in that they attach to a particular outcome (a par-

 ticular exemplification of a type) rather than to the type itself. But

 they do not attach to it simpliciter, but rather to the pair of the out-

 come and some description of the decision situation.

 Single-case probabilities can be thought of as a special case of rela-

 tive probabilities, namely, as the relative probabilities fixed by all the

 relevant features of the situation. If we think of single-case probabili-

 ties in this way, then the single-case probability at t of o is p if and

 only if, for some D applying to the relevant situation at t, it is a law

 that the probability of a D being an O is p, and D is maximal in the

 sense that, for any further E applying at t, the probability of a D&E

 being O is p as well. (Note how the maximality of such a D explains

 why D will exhaust all the relevant features of a particular situation;

 for if D is maximal, then any further Es will not alter the relative

 probability of o.)

 Note that the relative principle concurs with the single-case princi-

 ple in those cases where agents have information that fixes the sin-

 gle-case probabilities. This follows from the fact that single-case

 probabilities are special cases of relative probabilities. Consider

 agents who know all the relevant features of the particular decision

 situation. The relative probabilities of outcomes Elxed by these

 agents' knowledge of the set-up will coincide with their single-case

 probabilities, and so these agents will conform to the single-case

 principle by conforming to the relative principle. The above exam-

 ples make it clear, however, that this is not the only kind of case

 where the relative principle specifies the correct degrees of belief on

 which to act. Often agentsS relative probabilities will not be single-

 case probabilities, yet agents should act on these probabilities in just

 the same way.

 The relative principle accommodates any number of sensible

 choices that the single-case principle excludes. When informed peo-

 ple make real-life choices (whether to stop smoking, say, or to take

 some medication, or not to draw to an inside straight), they charac-

 teristically act in line with the relative principle but not the single-

 case principle. However detailed their knowledge of their specific

 situations, there are always further unknown features (about their

 metabolism, say, or the next card in the pack) that mean their rela-

 tive probabilities are not single-case probabilities. But this is no rea-

 son to condemn their actions as prudentially incorrect.

 There is more to be said about the choice between the relative

 and single-case principles, and we shall return to this in sections x-

 XI1I below. But first we would like to clarify some other points.
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 VIII. THE RANGE OF THE RELATIVE PRIN(IPLE

 Some readers might be tempted to raise the following objection. It
 seems implausible to suppose that there is a probabilistic law of the
 form 'the probability of a D being an O is p' for every property D that
 the agent might know the set-up in question to have. But where
 there is no relevant probabilistic law to be had, the relative principle
 remains silent about how the agent's degree of belief in the outcome
 is objectively constrained.
 Suppose, for instance, that you are presented with a black box that
 you are told makes coins and asked for your degree of belief that the
 next coin it produces will land heads when tossed. You know nothing
 further about the box. You just know it is a black box that manufac-
 tures coins. We take it that there is no true probabilistic law stating
 that the probability of heads on a coin from any coin-manufacturing
 blaclr box is p. The category of coin-manufacturing blaclr boxes is too
 open-ended and heterogeneous to sustain any serious general pat-
 terns. So, given our explanation of relative probabilities in the last
 section, there is no objective probability of heads relative to your
 knowledge of the set-up, which means that the relative principle
 specifies no prudentially correct degree of belief in this case.
 Does this not show that the relative principle does not cover all de-

 cision situations, and hence that it does not say everything there is to
 be said about how degrees of belief in outcomes are objectively con-
 strained? We say "no." We are happy simply to concede that not all
 degrees of belief are so constrained. If the features of the set-up the
 agent knows about do not constitute the antecedent of any proba-
 bilistic law about the outcome in question, then there is no objective
 constraint on the agent's degree of belief in that outcome. In the
 above example, there is no prudentially correct degree of belief in
 heads on the next coin from the black box.

 IX. PHILOSOPHICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF PROBABILITY

 Most relative probabilities are not single-case probabilities. Does this
 mean that the notlon of relative probability presupposes the fre-
 quency interpretation of probability? If so, the notion of relative
 probability is in trouble, for the frequency interpretation of proba-
 bility is no good.8 We do not think this is a good reason for rejecting
 relative probabilities. The topics discussed here, and, in particular,
 the notions of relative probability and nonmaximal probabilistic law,

 H For a quick account of the central flaw in the frequency interpretation of prob-
 ability, see Papineau, "Probabilities and the Many-Minds Interpretation of Quan-
 tum Mechanics," Analysis, LV ( 1995): 23946.
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 are independent of disputes among alternative philosophical in-

 terpretations of probability. It ls true that, if you are interested in

 philosophical interpretatlons of probability, then the frequency in-

 terpretation, whlch ldentifles the probability of an A's being a B with

 the limiting frequency of As in the sequence of Bs, offers the most

 immediate explanation of relative probabilities and nonmaximal

 probabilistic laws. It is also true that the currently most popular alter-

 natives to the frequency interpretation, namely, chance or propensity

 theorles that take the notion of single-case probability as primitive,"

 have to do some work to account for relatlve probabilities and non-

 maximal probabilistlc laws. But we certainly do not think that the no-

 tion of relative probability stands or falls (and so falls) with the

 frequency interpretation.

 On the contrary, it seems to us a boundary condition on any satis-

 factory interpretation of probability that it make good sense of rela-

 tive probabilities and nonmaximal probabilistic laws. Note ln this

 connection that standard statistical tests are indifferent to the maxi-

 mality or otherwise of the probabilistic laws under investigation.

 There are well-established empirical methods for ascertainlng the

 probability that a certaln kind of machine part, say, will fail ln cir-

 cumstances of some kind. It does not matter to these methods

 whether or not there are further probabilistically relevant differ-

 ences between parts and circumstances of those kinds.

 Perhaps this is a good reason for preferrlng those versions of

 chance or propensity theorles which, in effect, take our notion of

 relative probability as primitive rather than single-case probability."'

 But we shall not pursue this topic further here. We shall simply take

 the notion of relative probability and probabilistic law as given, and

 leave the philosophical lnterpretatlons of probability to look aftes

 themselvesO

 X. IN DEFENSE OF THE RELATIVE PRIN(,IPLE

 We claim that the relative principle is the fundamental prudential

 truth about the correct degrees of belief for agents to act on. It may

 strike some readers as odd to accord the relative principle this au-

 thority. After all, many agents will have relative probabilities that dif-

 !) For exalllple, Lewis; R. Giere, "Objective Single-case Probabilities and the Fotln-

 dations of Statistics," in P. Suppes et alia, eds., Logic, AzIethodology and Philosof7hy oJ

 Science (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1973); Fetzer, ''Reichenbacll, Reference

 Classes, and Single-case Probabilities," Synthese, ll (1977): 185-217.

 '° Cf. I. Hacking, Logic of Statistical Inference (New York: Cambridge, 1965); Levi,

 Gambling with Truth (New York: Knopf, 1967); D. Gillies, "Popper's Contribution to

 the Philosophy of Probability," in A. O'Heal-, ed., Karl Popper (New York: Cam-
 laridge, I995).
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 fer from the single-case probabilities, and, as a result, the relative
 principle may specify that they should choose actions other than
 those which maximize the single-case expected utility."
 For example, imagine that you accept Alma's £2 to your £1 that
 'heads' will be printed out by a device from the machine that makes
 devices A and B. You do so on the grounds that your probability for
 'heads' relative to your knowledge of the situation is 0.5. But, in fact,
 this is a device B, for which the single-case probability of 'heads' is al-
 ready 0.2. So declining Alma's bet would have a higher single-case ex-
 pected utility than accepting it (0p instead of-40p).
 Here, the relative principle seems to advise the choice that is ob-

 jectively inferior. Why then do we say it is superior to the single-case
 principle? On the face of things, it looks as if the relative principle
 will only give the right advice in those special cases where it coin-
 cides with the single-case principle.
 Despite this, we maintain that the relative principle says all we

 need to say about correct degrees of belief. Even in cases where
 your relative probabilities do not coincide with single-case proba-
 bilities, it is objectively correct for you to set your degrees of
 belief equal to the relevant relative probabilities, and to act ac-
 cordingly.

 Our attention can be distracted here by a point we shall later dis-
 cuss at some length. There is a sense in which it would be pruden-
 tially better if you could find out about the single-case probabilities
 before you choose between the alternative actions on offer. But this
 does not show that there is anything incorrect about setting your de-
 grees of belief equal to merely relative probabilities when you have
 not found out those single-case probabilities.

 Indeed, as we shall see, the explanation of why it is prudentially
 better to find out about the single-case probabilities, if you can, is it-
 self a consequence of the correctness of making choices on the basis
 of relative probabilities. We shall argue (in sections XIX-XX, following
 Frank Ramsey and I. J. Good) that the best understanding of why it
 is better to act on the single-case probabilities, if you can, is simply
 that it is correct, in the sense of the relative principle, to find out the
 single-case probabilities before acting, if you have the choice. It is
 certainly true that it is prudentially better to find out the single-case
 probabilities before deciding, if you can. But this truth, far from

 " When we spealc of "an agent's relative probability" for some outcome, this
 should be understood as shorthand for the relative probability of that outcome in
 relation to D, where D is the agent's knowledge of the set-up in question.
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 challerlglng the relative principle's notion of correctness, depends
 o

 on lt.
 XI. A USEFUL (7OMPARISON

 We shall return to these complexities in due course. At this stage,

 however, some readers may still need persuading that there is any-

 thing worthwhile about the relative principle when it diverges from

 the single-case principle. How can it be correct to act on relative

 probabilities when they advise actions different from those which

 would be advlsed by the single-case probabilities, as in the case

 where you accept AlmaSs bet not knowing the device in front of you

 is, in fact, a B?

 The following comparison may be helpful. First, suppose that, as

 above, you are offered Alma's bet on a device you know to be from

 the machirle that makes As and Bs, but where you do not know

 which sort your device is. Now, compare yourself with Dorinda, say,

 who is offered the same bet, but in connection with a device that she

 knows will print out 'heads' with a quantum-mechanical single-case

 probability of 0.5.

 You and Dorinda will both accept Alma's bet, for you and

 Dorinda will both act on a probability of 0.5 for 'heads'. But where

 Dorinda is acting on a single-case probability, you are acting on a

 relative probability instead. Now, would you rather be offered

 Dorinda's bet than your bet? No. People who make your bet will

 make money just as fast as people who make DorindaSs bet. Even

 though DorindaSs bet is in line with the single-case probabilities,

 and yours is not, yours is objectively just as good a bet. Both of you

 are quite rightly wagering £1 because your expected repayrnent is

 £1.50. (How can yours be a good bet, given that it is possible you

 are betting on a device B, which would mean your single-case ex-

 pected repayment is only 60p? But note that we could equally well

 ask: How can Dorinda's bet can be a good bet, given that it is possi-

 ble her device will in fact print out 'tails', which would mean her

 repayment is going to be Op?)

 We take this to show that it is objectively worthwhile to conform

 to the relative principle, even in cases where it could lead you to

 choose an action that will not, in fact, maximize the single-case ex-

 pected utility. When you accept Alma's bet, knowing only the rela-

 tive probabilities but not whether you are betting on a B or an A,

 you are making just as good a choice as Dorinda, who knows the sin-

 gle-case probabillties but not what the result will actually be. So, if

 Dorinda is making a good choice, from a prudential point of view,

 then so are you.
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 XII. "A GOOD BET"

 It will helpful to expand briefly at this point on a notion that we as-
 sumed in the last section-the notion of an objectively "good bet," a
 bet that is worth accepting instead of declinlng. This notion encap-
 sulates the idea of the objectively correct choice which we are trying
 to expllcate.

 What makes a bet good? An initial temptation is to say that what
 makes a bet good is that it will make you money (a temptation to
 which we succumbed in the last paragraph, in the interests of dra-
 matic emphasis, when we said that "People who make your bet will
 make money just as fast as people who make Dorinda's bet"). But,
 of course, we cannot strictly say this, since even a good bet may turn
 out unluckily (your device may print out 'tails'). Another tempta-
 tion is to say that a good bet will make money in the long run. But
 this ls little better, slnce any finitely long run of bets can still turn
 out unluckily.l'
 Once we resist these temptations, we realize that the only thing
 that can be said about an objectively good bet is that it is objec-
 tively probable it will malte you money; more generally, that the ob-
 jectlvely right choice ls that which offers the maximum objectivev
 expected utility among the alternatives open to you. It may be sur-
 prising that there is nothing more to be said, but it is a conclusion
 that a long tradition of philosophers addressing this question have
 beerl unable to avoid. 1 0

 What is even more surprising, perhaps, is that it does not matter to
 the objeciive correctness of a choice whether the objective probabili-
 ties that make it correct are single-case or not. A11 that matters is that
 they are the objective probabilities relative to your knowledge of the
 decision situation. The comparison in the last section makes this
 point clear. It does not matter to the goodness of the bet offered by
 Alma whether the single-case probability of heads is currently differ-
 ent from 0.5. As long as you know the decision sltuation as one in
 whlch the relative probability of heads is 0.5, it will be right for you
 to accept the bet; and you will be just as likely to make money, in the
 objective sense of probability that matters to choice, as someone W1lo

 '' If you believe in the frequency theoly of probability, you can argue that a good
 bet will definitely make money in the infinite long run. But, even for frequentists, it
 is not clear why this should make a bet good, given that none of us is going to bet
 forevel-.

 " Cf. C.S. Peirce, "The Doctrine of Chance," in M.R. Collen, ed., C/lance, Looe,
 *lnd Logic (New York: Harcourt, 1924); and Hilary Putnam, T/le Many Faces of Real-
 ism (La Salle: Open Court, 1987).
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 accepts a similarly structured bet on the basis of knowledge that the
 single-case probability is 0.5.'4

 XIII. DECISION SITUATIONS

 One way of conveying our picture of prudential rationality would be
 to say that the practlcal predicament facing an agent cannot be sepa-
 rated from the agent's knowledge of his surroundings. Let us use the
 admittedly inelegant term decision situation for the context of a
 choice. It ls tempting to think of such a decision situation as consist-
 ing solely of the objective set-up that will generate the outcomes of
 interest such as, for example, some physical device that will print
 'heads' or 'tails' with certain probabilities.
 If we think of decision situations in this way, then it is natural to
 conclude that, if there are correct degrees of belief, they must be
 those which correspond to the current single-case probabilities. Fol-
 there is no way of identigring a unique probability for an outcome,
 given only the set-up in all its particularity, except as the probability
 fixed by all current features of the set-up-that is, the current single-
 case probabilities.
 But suppose we think of the decision situaiion facing an agent as

 consisting of a set-up plus the properties the agent knows the set-up
 to have. Now, there is another way of identifying a unique probabil-
 ity for an outcome namely, the outcome's proba6ility relative to all
 those properties which constitute the decision situation.
 Note that on this view it is still an objective feature of the world

 which makes an agent's degree of belief correct. For it is a perfectly

 '' Is there not a danger, when betting on merely relative probabilities, that youl
 opponent may know the single-case probabilities, and so have the advantage of
 you? (Alma may have a secret way of telling if the device is an A.) But note that in
 such betting situations you will have extra information apart from knowing about
 the structure of the betting device you will also know, for example, that Alma is
 offering 2-1 against heads. So the recommendation of the relative principle in such
 a case depends crucially on the objective probability of heads relatioe to the fact that
 someone is offering these odds. If this is still 0.S, then youl- bet is fine. But if it is signifi-
 cantly less than 0.5, as would be the case if people like Alllla have a way of fleecing
 suckers, then you should avoid such bets.

 We would all do well to remember the advice given hy Sky Masterson's father in
 Damon Runyon's 'The Idyll of Miss Sarah Brown" (in Runyon a la Carte (London:
 Constable, 1946) ): "Son, no matter how far you travel, or how smart you get, always
 remember this: Some day, somewhere, a guy is going to come to you and show you
 a nice brand-new deck of cards on which the seal is never broken, and this guy is
 going to offer to bet you that the jack of spades will jump out of this deck and
 squirt cider in your ear. But, son, do not bet him, fox as sure as you do you are go-
 ing to get an ear full of cider." In what follows, however, we shall simplify the expo-
 sition by continuing to assume, contra Mr. Masterson, Sr., and common sense, that
 the existence of attractive bets is in general probabilistically irrelevant to the rele-
 vant outcomes.
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 objective fact that the probability of outcome o relative to some prop-

 erty D of the set-up is p. Many such facts obtain quite independently

 of what agents know, or even of whether there are agents at all. Of

 course, which such fact makes a particular agent's degree of belief

 correct will depend on that agent's decision situation. But it is

 scarcely surprising that which objective probabilities matter to deci-

 sions should be different for different decision situations.
 XIV. THE PRINCIPAL PRINCIPLE

 It is an implication of Lewis's zprincipal principle" (op. cst.) that, if

 you know the single-case probability of some outcome and nothing

 else relevant (nothing zinadmissible" in Lewis's terminology), then

 you ought to set your degree of belief equal to that single-case proba-

 bility. It will be illuminating to compare the position we are defend-

 ing here with Lewis's.

 One immediate point is that Lewis seems as much concerned with

 issues of evidential rationality as with prudential rationality. His prin-

 cipal principle is part of a more general Bayesian account of the de-

 grees of belief required of rational thinkers who have such-and-such

 evidence, and bears on questions of the prudential correctness of de-

 grees of belief, if at all, only derivatively.

 Even so, Lewis holds that connection forged by the principal prin-

 ciple between degrees of belief and single-case probabilities exhausts

 the ways in which degrees of belief are rationally constrained by

 krlowledge of objective probabilities. So it is natural to ask what

 Lewis would say about agents who know relative probabilities but not

 single-case probabilities. Take the case of the machine that makes

 devices A and B. As before, you know that the device in front of you

 comes from this machine but not whether it is A or B. So you know

 that the probability of 'heads' relative tc) your information is 0.5, but

 you are ignorant of the single-case probability of this outcome.

 Lewis's principal principle would seem to have no grip here. Yet,

 surely, evidential rationality, just as much as prudential rationality,

 requires you to have a degree of belief of 0.5 in heads.l5

 Lewis's response to this challengelfi hinges on the fact that the

 principal principle, unlike the single-case principle, does not refer

 specifically to current singlewase probabilities. Rathers it says that, if

 you know the value of the singlewase probability for any time t, and

 15 Cf. Levi, Review of R.C. JefEreyw ed., Studies in Inductive Logic and Probability, Vol-
 ume sI [op. cit.], in Philosophical Reviet, XCII (1983): 12S21; and Kyburg, "Principle

 Investigation," thiSJOURNAL, LXXVIII, 12 (December 1981): 772-78.

 16 See Lewis, "Postscripts to 'A Subjectivist's Guide to Objective Chance'," in his

 Philosophical Papers, Volume sI (New York: Oxford, 1986), pp. 11632.
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 nothing else relevant, then you ought to have a matching degree of

 belief, even at times other than t. In the case at hand, Lewis would

 argue that you know the single-case probability of heads was once 0.5

 (before the machine opted between A and B), and you know noth-

 ing else relevant (since your later information tells you nothing

 about which device the machine made). So the principal principle

 requires you to set your degree of belief equal to the relative proba-

 bility of 0.5 after all.
 XV. A MODIFIED SINGLE-CASE PRINCIPLE?

 The apparent success of Lewis's response might suggest that we were

 perhaps too quick to replace the single-case principle by the relative

 principle. Perhaps we should have tried:

 (5) The modified single-case pr7nciple: the correct subjective probabilities

 for an agent to attach to outcomes {oi} are equal to the single-case

 probabilities of the {oi} at that earlier time when nothing probabilis-

 tically relevant to o was yet determined, apart from those features

 which the agent now knows about.

 This would not require that the correct degrees of belief are the

 current single-case probabilities. Indeed, this principle would agree

 with the relative principle, to the extent that it specifies that the cor-

 rect degrees of belief are a function, inter alia, of which facts the

 agent now lrnows about. But it would at least retain the original idea

 of equating prudentially correct degrees of belief with single-case

 rather than relative probabilities.

 This modified single-case principle will not do, however. Con-

 sider once more the case where you do not know whether the ma-

 chine has given you device A or B. But now suppose that you have

 observed your device print out 'heads' as its first two results. What is

 the correct degree of belief in 'heads' next time? A simple calcula-

 tion using Bayes's theorem will show that the probability of 'heads'

 next tlme on a device that has already produced two 'heads' is

 13/17. This probabilistic law is a consequence of the other proba-

 bilistic laws already specified for this example. So the relative princi-

 ple specifies, quite rightly, that the correct degree of belief for

 'heads' on the next toss is around 13/17. Somebody who uses this

 figure to decide which bets to accept will make the correct choices.

 But note that 13/17 is not, nor ever has been, the single-case proba-

 bility of 'heads' next time. The single-case probability of heads on

 any toss was 0.5 before the device was made, and is now either 0.2 or

 0.8. So even the modified single-case principle cannot cover this

 case. The only fully general principle governing prudentially correct

 degrees of belief is that they should equal the relative probabilities.
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 We should stress that this example does not refute Lewis's view.

 For Lewis is not committed to the modified single-case principle as

 the only principle governing reasonable degrees of belief. Rather,

 Lewis's full theory of reasonable degrees of belief contains two prin-

 ciples that together accommodate cases that escape the modified sin-

 gle-case principleo these are (a) the principal principle by which he

 links reasonable degrees of belief to single-case probabilities, and

 (b) a principle of Bayesian conditionalization for updating reason-

 able degrees of belief. So he can deal with the present example by

 saying that rational agents will first set their degrees of belief for A

 and B equal to 0.5, in line with the principal principle; and then they

 will update these degrees of belief by Bayesian conditionalization to

 get the right answer after they observe that their device has pro-

 duced two 'heads' already.

 Still, apart from demonstrating that prudentially correct degrees

 of belief do not always match single-case probabilities (and thus that

 the modified single-case principle on its own is inadequate), our ex-

 ample also shows that there is a measure of theoretical economy to

 be gained by upholding the relative principle rather than Lewis's

 principal-principle-plus-Bayesian-conditionalization. The advantage

 is that we do not need to adopt conditionalization as a separate prin-

 ciple, at least in cases structured by objective probabilistic laws. For it

 can be show that, in such cases, conditionalization falls out of the rel-

 ative principle, in the way illustrated by our example: if you set your

 new degree of belief equal to the relative probability of getting the

 outcome in situations satisfying your initial-knowledge-plus-new-in-

 formation, then you will automatically be conditionalizing. By con-

 trast, note that conformity to conditionalization does not follow

 from the principal principle, but must be added as an independent

 requirement on rationality, since updated degrees of belief often will

 not match single-case probabilities, as in our example. It seems to us

 preferable to avoid postulating Bayesian conditionalization as an ex-

 tra requirement, given the well-known difficulties of providing this

 principle with a satisfactory rationale.
 XVI. LEWIS AND DETERMINISM

 We would like to offer a different and more direct reason for prefer-

 ring our relative principle to Lewis's package of principal-principle-

 plus-Bayesian-conditionalization. Consider Elspeth, a convinced

 determinist, who is asked to bet on a certain coin coming down

 heads. Elspeth has performed a large number of trials on coins of

 this manufacture and has overwhelming statistical evidence for a

 probabilistic law that says that the probability of heads with coins just
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 like this one is 0.9. Suppose also that determinism really is true.

 What ought Elspeth's degree of belief in the coin's landing heads on

 the next throw to be?'7

 Since Elspeth thinks that heads has a single-case chance of either

 O or 1, the full version of Lewis's principal principle implies that

 her degree of belief in heads should be the average of these two

 chances weighted by her degree of belief in each, which will, of

 course, equal her degree of belief in the latter chance. But what

 ought this degree of belief to be? To us it seems clear that it should

 equal 0.9. But there is nothing in Lewis's principal principle, nor

 in his principle of Bayesian conditionalization, to say why. The rela-

 tive principle, on the other hand, can deal with the case: the objec-

 tive probability of heads relative to Elspeth's knowledge of the

 situation is 0.9, so 0.9 is the correct degree of belief for Elspeth to

 have.

 There are various responses open to Lewis. An initial possibility

 would simply be to deny that there would be any probabilistic laws if

 determinism were true; but this seems to us a thesis that needs some

 independent argument in its favor. An alternative is to appeal to the

 notion of "counterfeit chance" a degree of credence that is re-

 silient in the sense that it would not be undermined b further "fea-

 sible" investigation as a surrogate for the notion of a probabilistic

 law under determinism.lS

 Counterfeit chances have an indeterminacy, however, that makes

 Lewis suspicious of their credentials as constraints on degrees of be-

 lief. He says:

 Counterfeit chances will be relative to partitions; and relative, there-

 fore, to standards of feasibility and naturalness; and therefore indeter-

 minate unless the standards are somehow settled, or at least settled well

 enough that all remaining candidates for the partition will yield the

 same answers. Counterfeit chances are therefore not the sort of thing

 we would want to find in our fundamental physical theories, or even in

 our theories of radioactive decay, and the like. But they will do to serve

 the conversational needs of determinist gamblers.")

 Put in our terms, Lewis is here appealing to the point that proba-

 bilistic laws will often imply different probabilities for the same out-

 come, depending on what nonmaximal descriptions of the set-up we

 7 Cf. Levi, Review ofJeffiey, and "Chance," Pllilosof7Slicsl1 Topics, xvlll (1990): 117-49.
 Xs Cf. Bryan Skyrms, Causal Necessity (New Haven: Yale, 1980); and Lewis, "Post-

 SCliptS to 'A Subjectivistss Guide to Objective Chance'."

 1!} Lewis, "Postscripts to 'S Subjectivistss Guide to Objective Chance'," p. 121.
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 employ. Lewis seems to be suggesting that such probabilities cannot
 therefore place objective constraints on agents' degrees of belief.
 But there is no good basis for this conclusion. It is only if you assume
 that such constraints must always be supplied by single-case probabil-
 ities that you will find their relativity to descriptions worrying. By
 contrast, this relativity is unproblematic from our point of view, since
 our tie between degrees of belief and objective probabilities is
 forged by the relative principle, not the principal principle, and this
 explicitly specifies that correct degrees of belief are relative to
 agents' knowledge of the set-up.
 Lewis gives no good reason to regard nonmaximal probabilistic

 laws as second-class citizens. We may not want to find such laws in
 our fundamental physical theories, but that does not mean that they
 are only capable of serving the conversational needs of determinist
 gamblers. On the contrary, the part that nonmaximal probabilistic
 laws play in the relative principle makes them fundamentally impor-
 tant in understanding how degrees of belief in outcomes are objec-
 tively constrained. To deny this is to deny that there is any objective
 feature of the world which makes it correct for Elspeth to attach a
 0.9 degree of belief to heads.

 XVII. SALMON'S VIEW

 Salmon argues forcefully that subjective degrees of belief ought to
 match objective probabilities, in addition to satisfying internal con-
 straints of coherence and conditionalization (op. cit.). Although
 Salmon thinks of objective probabilities as long-run frequencies, he
 is sensitive to the distinction between single-case and relative objec-
 tive probabilities: for him, this is the distinction between frequencies
 in objectively homogeneous reference classes (genuine chances) and
 frequencies in merely epistemically homogeneous reference classes.

 When Salmon addresses this distinction (op. cit., pp. 23-24), he ar-
 gues that the fundamental external constraint on degrees of belief is
 that they should match the chances (the single-case probabilities);
 that is, his basic commitment is to the single-case principle. He does
 recognize, however, that we need some account of the worth of
 choices informed by merely relative probabilities. His response is to
 view degrees of belief that match merely relative probabilities as the
 best available estimates of single-case probabilities. In effect, he views
 the relative principle as a matter of trying to conform to the single-
 case principle under conditions of limited information.

 This does not work. Consider again the machine that makes As
 and Bs. You have a device from this machine, but you do not know
 which kind it is. Your relative probability for 'heads' is 0.5. This does
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 not seem a good estimate of the single-case probability after all, the

 single-case probability is certainly either 0.2 or 0.8. At best, Salmon

 could argue that the relative probability is a weighted average of the

 possible single-case probabilities. But then the weighting factors (0.5

 for the 0.2 single-case probability, and 0.5 for the 0.8) are relative

 probabilities once more, and we are left once more with an unex-

 plained appeal to the worth of matching degrees of belief to relative

 probabilities. Whichever way we turn it, Salmon does not give us a

 way of explaining the relative principle in terms of the single-case

 O

 prlnclp e.
 XVIII. MELLOR'S VIEW

 In The Matter of Chance, Mellor argues that the correct degrees of be-

 lief are those which match the chances, and to that extent is in

 prima facie agreement with our single-case principle (op. cit.). He

 then considers an example that is effectively equivalent to our ma-

 chine that makes As and Bs. In connection with this example, he ap-

 peals to another thesis defended in his book, namely, that chances

 are functions not just of specific outcomes ('heads' next time) but

 also of the kind of trial generating the outcome. So, if the trial is (a)

 the machine makes a device that dispEays a result, then the chance of

 'heads' is 0.5; but if it is (b) this particular device (that came from the ma-

 chine) dispEays a result, then the chance of 'heads' is either 0.2 or 0.8.

 So Mellor makes chances relative to the kind of trial. What deter-

 mines the kind of trial? If this depends on the agent's /unozvledge of

 the set-up, in such a way that the trial is of kind (a) whenever the

 agent does not know whether the device is an A or a B, and is of kind

 (b) whenever the agent does krlow which it is, then Mellor has effec-

 tively switched to the relative principle, for his "chances" are equal to

 probabilities relative to the features of the set-up the agent knows

 abouto

 Mellor specifies, however, that his "chances" are not relative to

 knowledge, but rather to what "counts as repeating the bet" at hand:

 if the bet is on the device-generating machine, so to speak, the "chance"

 is 0.5, while if it is on this device, the "chance9' is 0.2 or 0.8. Mellor's

 resulting position is certainly different from the relative principle,

 since repetitions of a bet can presumably be on this device rather than

 the machine, even though the agent does not know whether this de-

 vice is an A or B. But for just this reason, Mellor's position is unsatis-

 factory, since he is left without any explanation of why the

 prudentially correct degree of belief for this kind of agent is 0.5.

 In his more recent "Chances and Degrees of Belief," Mellor re-

 turns to this issue, and argues that such an agent should act on a 0.5
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 degree of belief after all, since of the two "chances" that attach to the
 outcome 'heads' (0.5 relative to trial (a); 0.2 or 0.8 relative to trial
 (b)), this is the only one that the agent knows (op. cit.). We agree
 that this is the right answer, but would observe that Mellor is only
 able to give it because he has switched to the relative principle. In
 our terms, he now holds that agents should act on the probabilities
 relative to the features of set-up that they know about, that is, that
 their degrees of belief should match their relative probabilities.

 XIX. MORE INFORMATION IS BETTER

 We have argued that, if your degrees of belief match your relative
 probabilities, it is irrelevant to the goodness of your consequent
 choice whether or not these are also single-case probabilities. De-
 grees of belief that correspond to the relative probabilities on one
 gambling device can be just as correct, from a prudential point of
 view, as numerically identical degrees of belief that match single-case
 probabilities on a different device.
 As we admitted earlier, however, there is a different sense in which
 it is better to act on single-case probabilities, if you can find out
 about them. To pin down this sense, it will be helpful to consider,
 not two different gambling devices, but a single device, about which
 you might have more or less information. Imagine, for example, that
 you are facing a device from the machine that makes As and Bs. You
 are able either to act on your present 0.5 relative probability for heads
 on a device from this machine, or to find out whether your device is
 an A or a B, and so act on the single-case probability of heads. In this
 kind of comparison, where the single-case probability involves more
 information about the same device, we agree that it is prudentially
 better to find out the single-case probability before deciding.

 We deny, however, that this point calls for any modification of, or
 addition to, the relative principle. That it is prudentially better to
 find out the single-case probabilities if you can, before committing
 yourself to action, is itself a consequence of the relative principle.

 What is more, this corollary of the relative principle is simply a
 special case of a more general point, namely, that it is always pruden-
 tially better to act on probabilities relative to more rather than less
 information about a given set-up, if you can. Not only are single-case
 probabilities better than relative probabilities, but relative probabili-
 ties that are relative to greater amounts of information are better
 than relative probabilities that are relative to less. Indeed, the same
 point applies within the category of single-case probabilities. As long
 as you can keep your options open, it is prudentially better to wait
 and see how the single-case probabilities evolve, instead of deciding
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 straight off knowing only their initial values. Best of all, of course, is

 to wait until you know the outcome itself. If you can delay until Alma

 has removed her hand, then you can accept her bet whenever the

 coin shows heads, and decline whenever it shows tails.
 XX. THE RAMSEY-COOD RESULT

 Let us first offer an example to illustrate why it is always prudentially

 better to act on probabilities relative to more rather than less infor-

 mation about a given set-up, if you can. We shall then sketch a gen-

 eral demonstration.

 Imagine you are presented with three sealed boxes. You know that

 a ball has been placed irl one, and that the other two are empty, and

 that some charlce mechanism has given each box the same 1/3 sin-

 gle-case probability of getting the ball. Felicity offers you her £3 to

 your £2, with you winning the total stake if the ball is in box 1. You

 can either accept or decline the bet now (option G, for "go"), or yot

 can look in box 3 and then accept or decline the salne bet (option

 W, for "wait-and-see").

 If you take option G and choose now, you will decline Felicity's bet

 (since you would be putting up £2 for an expected return of £1.67).

 So, since you will decline, the expected gain of option G is £0.

 If you take option W then 1/3 of the time you will find the ball in box

 3, and so decline the bet, since you would therl be sure to lose it. But

 2/3 of the time you will not find the ball in box 3, and in these cases you

 will accept the bets since the expected return on your £2 will now be

 £2.50. Averaging over these two possibilities, weighted by their respec-

 tive probabilities, you can expect to gain £0.33 if you take option W

 So option Wis better than option G, since its expected value is

 £0.33 rather than £0. The reason is that option Wgives you the op-

 portunity of switching to accepting the bet in just the case where your

 extra information (no ball in box 3) indicates that this is worthwhile.

 This example illustrates the general result. Suppose you are faced

 with alternative actions {Ai), and have a metachoice between decid-

 ing now (option G), or finding out whether C before acting (option

 W). If this extra information can affect which Ai you choose, and if

 the cost of acquiring this information is negligible, then the ex-

 pected gain from option Wis always greater than the expected gain

 from option G.

 We shall sketch a proof (following Ramsey and Good"') for the

 simple case of two alternative actions A1 and A., (accept or reject

 '° Ramsey, "Weight or the Value of Knowledge," British Journal for the Philosophy of

 Science, XLI (1990): 1-4; Good, "On the Principle of Total Evidence," BritishJounal

 for the Philosophy of Science, XVII ( 1967): 319-21.
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 some bet, say) . If you take option G, then you will now choose one of
 these A1, say. Let EU(A/C) be the expected utility of this action
 assuming C. Then we can decompose the expected gain of taking
 option G and so choosing A, as

 (I) EU(G) = EU(A/C)Pr(C) + EU(A/not-C)Pr(not-C)

 Now, suppose you take option Winstead and find out whether C.
 The discovery that Cmight make you choose AS rather than A,. Alter-
 natively, the discovery that not-C might make you do this. (Both dis-
 coveries cannot make you switch; otherwise, you would not have
 preferred A] to start with. )

 Suppose, without loss of generality, that discovering C makes you
 switch to A. Then

 (II) EU(W) = EU(A.*/C)Pr(C) + EU(A,/not-C)Pr(not-C).

 But this must be larger than EU(G), because if EU(A>/C) was not
 bigger than EU(A,/C), you would not have chosen A.-? when you dis-
 covered C.

 XXI. MORE INFORMATION IS RELATIVELYBETTER

 We take this result to explain why it is better to find out the single-
 case probabilities before acting, when you can. More generally, we
 take it to explain why it is better to delay acting until you acquire
 more probabilistically relevant information, whenever you can.
 It is noteworthy, if not immediately obvious, that this explanation
 makes essential appeal to the relative principle rather than to any
 single-case principle. Waiting-and-seeing is better than going be-
 cause it has a higher objective expected utility from the point of view
 of your relative probabilities praor to this choice. In equations (I) and (II),
 Pr(C) and Pr(not-C) are not single-case probabilities, but probabili-
 ties relative to your initial information; and the same goes for the
 conditional probabilities Pr(oJC) and Pr(oi/not-C) implicitly in-
 volved in the quantities EU(Ai/C) and EU(Ai/not-C).

 We can illustrate the point with the example of the boxes. Here,
 Pr(C) = 1/3 is the probability of finding the ball in box 3. This is
 not the single-case probability of that outcome, for that is already ei-
 ther O or 1.9' Rather, it is the probability relative to your initial knowl-
 edge of the set-up. Similarly, the conditional probability = 1/2 of
 the ball being in box 1 (call this outcome o), given it is not in box 3,

 'I Was not 1/3 once the single case probability of C? Well, then consider an exam-
 ple where your relative probabilities of 1/3 for each box is the result of condition-
 alizing on previous results, as in the kind of case discussed in section xv above.
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 which is central to the expected utility calculations, is a relative con-
 ditional probability. It is calculated by dividing Pr(o & not-C) = 1/3
 by Pr(not-C) = 2/3, where these are again all probabilities relative
 to your initial information. (The single-case conditional probability of
 o given not-C that is, Sing-CPr(o & not-C)/Sing-CPr(not-C) will
 already either be 0 or 1 or undefined-depending on whether the
 ball is in fact in box 2, box 1, or box 3, respectively.)
 In effect, the Ramsey-Good result reduces the superaoraty of deci-
 sions based on single-case probabilities, and better informed proba-
 bilities generally, to the correctness of waiting-and-seeing instead of
 going, whenever you have this choice. But, for this result to work,
 correctness must be understood in the sense of the relative princi-
 ple, not the single-case principle.22

 XXII. FAILING TO MAXIMIZE SINGLE CASE EXPECTED UTILITY

 We can highlight the dependence of the Ramsey-Good result on the
 relative principle by noting that the sense in which it is always better
 for you to acquire additional probabilistically relevant information, if
 you can, does not guarantee that you will end up choosing the action
 Aiwhich maximizes the single-case expected utility. Consider the
 above example again, and imagine the ball is in fact in box 2. You
 look in box 3, see nothing, and so accept Alma's bet, since it is now a
 good bet. But it was determined from the start that this bet would
 lose. So, despite the fact that it is better, from the point of view of
 the probabilities on which you will quite correctly act, to wait-and-see
 rather than go, the single-case expected utility of waiting-and-seeing
 in this particular case is-£1, by comparison with the single-case ex-
 pected utility of £0 for going.
 This is simply a reflection at the metalevel of a point made in sec-

 tion x. The action that is specified as correct by the relative princi-
 ple need not be the action that maximizes the single-case expected
 utility. Since the Ramsey-Good result explains the superiority of
 waiting-and-seeing in terms of the relative principle rather than any
 single-case principle, it is unsurprising that there should be cases
 where waiting-and-seeing does not maximize single-case expected
 utility.

 22 David Miller complains that the Ramsey-Good result fails to explain the princi-
 ple of total evidence (Crztical Rationalism (Chicago: Open Court, 1994), chapter 7).
 Our view is this. We have no explanation of why you should act on the probabilities
 relative to all your information. That is the relative principle, and we take this to be
 a primitive truth about prudential rationality. But this principle then explains, via
 the Ramsey-Good result, why you should arrange to act on probabilities relative to

 . . .

 more lntormatlon, 1t you can.
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 XXIII. FINDINC OUT THE SINGLE-(vASE PROBABILITIES

 Of course, in the special case where acquiring more information

 tells you about the current single-case probabilities, instead of just

 giving you better informed relative probabilities, then the Ai chosen

 after waiting-and-seeing will indeed maximize the single-case ex-

 pected utility, since you will then be acting on the single-case proba-

 bilities themselves. (Imagine that you can look in two boxes, or find

 out whether your device is A or B, before deciding on Alma's bet.)

 This may make some readers feel that in cases where you find out

 the single-case probabilities, at least, the rationale for waiting-and-

 seeing is independent of the relative principle. Surely, here the justi-

 fication for waiting-and-seeing is simply that this will enable you to

 act on the single-case probabilities.

 This thought simply takes it for granted, however, that it is better

 to act on the single-case probabilities if you can, without offering any

 explanation for this. We think it better to explain things, if you have

 the materials to do so, rather than take them as primitive. The Ram-

 sey-Good result explains why it is better to act on the single-case

 probabilities, rather than relative probabilities, when you have the

 choice. But it does so by assuming the correctness of acting on your

 initial relative probabilities rather than on your Elnal single-case

 probabilities.
 XXIV. CON(vLUSION

 It is natural to think that the prudentially correct action is always the

 action that maximizes single-case expected utility. This, in turn,

 makes it natural to suppose that the single-case principle specifies

 the basic notion of prudential correctness, and that the relative prin-

 ciple is at best some leind of derivative poor relation.

 Our analysis indicates, however, that this has things the wrong way

 round. To see this, suppose you postulate the single-case principle as

 a basic principle governing prudential correctness. You will then

 need to say something about agents who act on relative probabilities.

 Since relative probabilities need not be (nor need ever have been)

 equal to single-case probabilities, you will need separately to intro-

 duce another notion of prudential correctness, as in the relative

 principle. The question will then arise of why it is better to be cor-

 rect in the first single-case sense than in the second relative sense.

 You could take this to be a further primitive fact. But it would make

 more sense to explain it, via the Ramsey-Good result, as itself a con-

 sequence of the relative notion of correctness, since you will in any

 case need this explanation for the more general point that it is bet-

 ter to act on more probabilistically relevant information than less.
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 By this stage, however, the single-case principle will have ceased to

 do any work. For if we simply begin with the relative principle, which

 we have to assume anyway, we do not need separately to postulate a

 notion of single-case correctness, since agents who act on single-case

 probabilities are per se acting on relative probabilities. The relative

 principle itself will explain why it is preferable to act on single-case

 probabilities and, in general, on probabilities relative to more infor-

 mation, when you can.

 It may seem unnatural to regard the relative principle as more ba-

 sic than the single-case principle. But this position has the support of

 theoretical simplicity.

 HELEN BEEBEE

 University College/London

 DAVID PAPINEAU

 Iling's College/London
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